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A Negative Delta position wants the price to fall to gain value. Past performance may not be indicative of future performance. Selling short the underlying stock creates a Negative Delta position. Similarly, one short share of that stock creates -1 Deltas on that position. Futures contracts don t have any time decay although there is a slight erosion of
the contract value over time due to the cost to carry build into the price of the futures contract. Note the color of the information boxes in each section: Yellow boxes are used for definitions. A Negative or Short Theta position means that time is working against you. You don t find many professional traders buying single Options unless they re used as
a hedge! But we all know that edge alone isn t good enough, is it? The typical results yield small gains and one bad month, which usually scare the trader away for good. Delta Neutral Now let s take the concept one step further; if you set up an Iron Condor with a Vertical Call credit spread (Bear Call Spread) and a Vertical Put credit spread (Bull Put
Spread), then your total position should be essentially Delta neutral as the positive Deltas created from the put spread will be cancelled out by the negative Deltas of the call spread! This neutrality, of course, will change as the price of the underlying instrument moves up or down. An Option s Delta is the one Greek that most traders have at least
some familiarity with, however most have not used it to help manage their entire position. Option Spread positions combine positive and negative Deltas from the individual Options to create a net positive or net negative Delta position. Buying the underlying stock has no effect on Vega. 8 Gaining an Edge by Selling Options... The closer that the
position gets to the money, however, the faster that Gamma ramps up and accelerates the movement in Delta. I haven t listed it here, but keep in mind that the value of my Options would drop $510 if the price of the underlying stock were to drop $1 to $619/share, leaving my calls worth only $9,890 you can see that trading Options directionally is
definitely a double-edged sword. Let s see how Stocks are affected by time value: Buying the Underlying Stock has no effect on Theta. We know that it s going to be a positive Delta number because I am long calls, or I have bought the calls instead of selling them. When there is a good deal of time left in the month, Gamma is relatively flat yet reaches
out in a fairly wide distribution. Figure 5 This is why you take your life into your hands if you have a sold Option in a credit spread that is ATM near expiration. We just can t wait to get started, can we?! I have plenty of shelfware to attest to the fact that if you start reading a book or diving into an educational program...and you don t get it, you will
likely place the program aside for later until you can figure it out. 20 21 Hang in there, we just have to learn to APPLY these principles by steering you in the right direction. Conversely, if this number is negative, then it illustrates how much value that your position is losing every day due to premium erosion. For most positions that are held for a
month or less, it s negligible. A short put will generate positive long Deltas 14 15 equivalent to the number of contracts traded times the actual Delta value of that Option. Your positional Delta reading would now be: Delta ( ) = (.7 Delta) x (10 contracts) x (100 shares/contract) = +700 Deltas Notice that this position has a positive Delta number...so for
that first point move higher in price of the underlying stock, your entire position would gain $700. If not, slow down, and keep reading that paragraph until it makes sense. They don t have the intimate connection to the trading pit, so the next best thing they have is the myriad set of tools that have been constructed over the years to show visually
what has already happened, which in some cases can give some clues as to what could happen next. Looking at the Options chain, the Gamma of the $620 calls is.02, which is a per 19 20 share value. Why do you need to know this? As Options sellers, we will almost always be dealing with Negative or Short Gamma positions. The following
characteristics generally hold true: Trends - Volatility usually rises during a downtrend, and contracts during an uptrend; this is because prices generally fall much faster during downtrends than they rise during uptrends. DON T GO ANY FURTHER UNTIL YOU UNDERSTAND THIS! The DELTA reading of your position or portfolio means how much
the value will GAIN or LOSE with the next point move of the underlying instrument. Similarly, the position would gain $150 of value if the price of the RUT drops one point. Keep this roadmap in mind as you chart your progress through this program. Why is that important? This decay in time value was a real challenge; on some trades, even if you
picked the direction of the move correctly, you lost money if you didn t buy enough time for the move to happen. Let s see if we can change that by making them a little bit more accessible through repetition and application. 2324 KEY LEARNING CONCEPTS FOR THIS SECTION Gamma shows how much your Deltas will change if the price of the
underlying instrument moves another point. The problem in this case is that implied volatility will drop rapidly as the price rallies, causing the dreaded volatility crush. So let s add another definition regarding the character of positions depending on their Delta value: Positive Delta positions gain value as the price of the underlying instrument goes up,
while Negative Delta positions gain value as the price of the underlying goes down. As the price approaches the Put credit spread, the entire position will become more Delta positive, meaning that if the price rises, the position will gain value. We ll define how we use Deltas to manage our Options positions in a later section in this program. The way
that Gamma affects Delta really surprises many newer Options traders. Talk to a pit trader about Technical Analysis and you ll hear a wisecrack about voodoo. A debit spread, on the other hand, is more of a directional trade (one that requires the underlying instrument to move in a predicted direction) and the short Option is frequently used to either
lower the cost basis of the trade, add a little downside insurance, or both. And let s combine long and short calls, and long and short puts together into Options credit spreads to see what kind of Deltas that they produce from the combined position: A Credit Spread Call Vertical (Bear Call Spread) that is set up OTM will be a negative Delta position,
since the negative Deltas of the short strike will be larger than those of the positive Deltas of the long strike. If this Theta number is positive, then it illustrates how much your position is gaining value every day as a result of Theta. Probably the biggest application for Professional traders is that they close short Gamma positions early, rather than
risking front month profits due to the unpredictability and volatility that Gamma brings in the final days of the month. This is called Technical Analysis. If nothing else, after reading this program I hope that you start using some of the Greeks to gain a better understanding of your positional risk. They perform due diligence on you first to decide
whether or not your risk is worth taking on. There are NONE. Because it shows me how much my position s Delta will change if the underlying instrument moves another point towards it. 9 Understanding the Options Greeks Greeks - Delta Definition and Examples Greeks - Gamma Definition and Examples Greeks - Theta Definition and Examples
Greeks - Vega Definition and Examples Using the Greeks for Risk Management Delta Neutral/Managing Delta Risk Delta Position Management Examples Managing Gamma Risk Using Butterflies to Neutralize Gamma Managing Vega Risk Vega Position Hedging Example Active Risk Management Techniques Lower Probability Iron Condors Putting it
All Together - Examples High Probability Iron Condor Example Low Probability Iron Condor Example Trading like a Professional Market Maker Final Thoughts Appendix A - High Probability Iron Condor Rules Appendix B - Low Probability Iron Condor Rules Glossary About the Author 4 Foreword The trading world has seen unbelievable changes over
the past 10 years, especially for those trading derivatives such as Options and Futures. The Stock Market has changed in character before our very eyes over the past few years and we need better Risk Management tools to tame it. This will make more sense as we go through the case example at the end of this book. Take a tour of the CBOE in
Chicago some day see if you notice any price charts. On the other hand, if we re playing a Debit Spread like a Bull Call spread, then we would encourage the price to approach that short strike by expiration to help maximize our profit. The other 80% is up to you and how badly that you want to maintain your edge; once you understand and apply the
principles from this program, you will find that a whole new world of trade management opens up to you, and you will be able to go deep on a whole new range of trade management topics. You don t have to fall in one camp or another; there s no reason that you can t use parts of both methodologies. But it s never quite that easy, is it? There are
times that this alone is good enough to secure your edge and allow you to make a living off of the Market. Traders are demanding more leverage and the Options markets are supplying the product to meet that need. This has tightened spreads to being penny wide in many cases. This makes sense if you think about it, because if you sell calls, you want
the price to settle below that strike price by expiration. Something else that the Professionals do is to leverage this characteristic by Gamma Scalping, which is a form of directional scalp/day trading and well beyond the scope of a beginner s guide to the Greeks. If this number is positive, then it illustrates how much your position will gain with a rise
in implied volatility. Before I lead you like Willy Wonka into Wonkaland, let me first caution you that this program offers you the BASICS of this discipline. Simply, it s that the value of the option rises $.70 for the first $1 that the underlying instrument moves up. It s showing you how your position s profit/loss is dynamically affected by the changes in
the price of the underlying instrument. 11 12 Greeks - Delta Definition and Examples Delta Definition Delta ( ) is the measure of the change of an Option s value with respect to a one point move in the price of the underlying instrument. And this explosion in activity has happened because it meets an urgent need of most traders; few have the capital
or mad money required to purchase enough stock to trade with. The landscape continues to change and improve for the Retail trader. What about if we buy or sell stock or futures contracts for our portfolio? After all, when you trade Options, it s not what you make, it s what you keep. How do we apply this Gamma Time Effect to our trading? Most will
have you in the Land of Nod after 20 pages. You have to be RIGHT! Now let s see how Gamma fits in and manipulates the position s Delta. If they check you out and decide that your risk isn t excessive and you re going to make them money, they ll charge you a premium every month to earn income from your risk. This didn t happen with stocks when
you first started trading, however. A Debit Spread position has Positive Gamma characteristics which means that it will gain value as price approaches the short strike price. Selling (going short) the underlying futures contract creates a Negative Delta position. Options positions that are Negative or Short Gamma (credit spreads) want the price to
move AWAY from the position. The explosion of ETFs has given traders hundreds of new trading vehicles that offer Options, without the associated event risk of individual equities. Commissions on online Options trades have shrunk considerably to the point where Retail traders can generate trades for a small per-contract fee, or a small sliding-scale
commission for larger positions. I ll use an example to help me illustrate my point. Securities provided in written materials or discussed are speculative with a high degree of volatility and risk. As the price approaches the Call credit spread, the entire position will become more Delta negative, meaning that if the price falls, the position will gain in
value. Selling the underlying futures contract has no effect on Theta. the Market. Your position might have been miles out of the money and the price made a big move towards it, and your position barely changed in value yet you find that the closer the price gets to it, the faster it s losing value! And the fun doesn t stop there! Gamma doesn t stay
static as time approaches expiration; it tends to narrow and get VERY large near expiration as the price approaches being at the money, which is why you hear warnings about Gamma Risk near expiration, and why I won t set up new positions within 15 to 20 trading days of expiry. Selling short the underlying stock has no effect on Vega. We need to
stack the deck a little more in our favor. A Positive Delta option position will show more positive Deltas if the price falls. A Negative Delta option position will show more negative Deltas if the price rises. We do not necessarily update such opinions, analysis or information. I have you and your understanding in mind as I lay out the material; I truly
believe that if you patiently absorb and apply the principles laid out in this program, that you will have a much deeper foundation of the material to build on, and you ll wonder why you didn t apply these concepts before. In this instance, the rookie trader will be lucky to make a profit at all, even though they correctly guessed the Market s future
direction. Negative Gamma positions lose value as the price approaches the position. To gain a further edge, we re going to use the two following theories: Market movements follow the psychological behavior of The Herd, which is easily predictable based on past behavior with a certain likelihood of following known patterns. The principals of, and
those who provide contracted services for OptionsLinebacker and Hampshire & Holloway LLC: -are neither registered Investment Advisors nor a Broker/Dealers and are not acting in any way to influence the purchase of any security -are not liable for any losses or damages, monetary or otherwise, that result from the content of any written materials,
or any discussions -may own, buy, or sell securities provided in written materials or discussed -have not promised that you will earn a profit when or if your purchase/sell stocks, bonds, or Options. Let s start by understanding the Options Greeks! 10 11 Understanding the Options Greeks New Options traders avoid learning about the Greeks as much
as children detest taking cough syrup; you know that you should learn them, but they re so difficult. No duplication or transmission of the material included within except through express written permission from Hampshire & Holloway LLC, OptionsLinebacker.com is a division of Hampshire & Holloway LLC, an Ohio Limited Liability Company. You
are urged to consult with your own independent financial advisors and/or broker before making an investment or trading securities. And trust me, if you intend to trade for a living, you will need to master any strategy that you put into play against the best in the world. Futures Contracts - let s stick to the major US indices for this definition, such as
the S&P500 and the Russell The number of Deltas that a long S&P500 emini futures contract will add to the position depends on which Options chain that you are trading; one long contract will add +50 Deltas to a position trading the SPX Options, however it will add +500 Deltas to a position trading the SPY Options. This is the MAIN edge that we
use when selling Options we are selling a wasting asset, and this burning time value is represented as Positive Theta. Because you ve sold a depreciating asset and time is working in your favor. Now that we ve discussed how Vega affects single Options, let s see how Vega affects our Iron Condor credit spreads. In today s volatile Market landscape, I
will assert that you need both of these tools to be able to increase your edge; not only entering the trade, but also during the trade while managing your risk. Delta Size Now that we ve defined what Delta is and what types of positions create different Deltas, let s define the quantity of how many Deltas that each of these different types of positions
creates: Long or Short Underlying Stock - one share of long stock creates +1 Deltas on that position. As we define Gamma, we ll show how this Delta value would change after that first one point move. If you get stuck on a section or cannot find the answer for yourself, me at And finally, if you re a bottom line person that likes to get right to the
answers first and work backwards from there, Appendix A and B give you a summary of Trading Rules for the two Iron Condor strategies discussed in this program. Which theory that I use depends on where we are in the trade. Buying Calls creates a Positive or Long Vega position. Brett Steenbarger s excellent book Enhancing Trader Performance
goes into great depth early on to make the point that a trader will never reach their true potential until they find that one strategy that fits with them, causing the lines to blur between work and play as you find the rage to master. Conversely, positive Gamma positions gain value as the price approaches the position, as we ll see later with Gammahedge positions such as Butterfly spreads. Most traders following a typical education program are used to looking at the Delta of a call option, where they were all taught to buy call Options with a Delta of.70 or higher. Others love the chaos theory and numerical application behind Random Walk. Most Options trading has moved away from pits and is
totally electronic. 16 17 KEY LEARNING CONCEPTS FOR THIS SECTION A Positive Delta position wants the price to rise to gain value. Generally when you buy an option, it s better to have volatility expand after you ve entered the position, as opposed to contract after you ve entered the position. Short Options - a short call will generate negative or
short Deltas equivalent to the number of contracts traded times the actual Delta value of that Option. The tools and techniques that are exposed here have been learned by necessity through our own experiences, as well as from those giants that have blazed the trail before us. Before we get into Vega itself, it s important to understand how the Market
reacts to volatility. When you are satisfied that you understand the Key Learning Concepts for each section, then test yourself with the online quiz video. Many traders give up and go back to stocks or futures because it s just too confusing. 2526 If you re like most Options traders, you first started trading Options by buying them. 12 13 Example: let s
say that you had ten of those call Options, each with a Delta of.70. Different types of stock, futures, and Options positions create either Positive or Negative Deltas. I get many questions from newer spread traders that wonder why I can t just set up trades in the last week before expiration why wait weeks and weeks to get paid when you can just set
up a spread before OpEx week and get paid on it in a couple of day? TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING! Watch the Overview Video and take the online quizzes for the Gamma topic at: 2425 Greeks - Theta Definition and Examples Now we get to the favorite Greek of all Option sellers, Theta. It s not likely that you ll find a more deep-rooted disagreement
than what s found between these two camps. Long Options - a long call will generate positive or long Deltas equivalent to the number of contracts traded times the actual Delta value of that Option. I ll use some pictures here which will hopefully explain the concept. We ll send our army of underwriters out there to make sure that it s an acceptable
risk, and should the Market make a claim, we ll make sure that we try to deny this claim first before we ll pay it.and if we do pay it, we ll know what our maximum payout is. So that s it we re just going to take a little bit of risk out of the Market every month, and we ll get paid for it. We re no longer using our Home Equity as an ATM, thankfully. I have
purchased 10 contracts of these calls for my position. On occasion you ll submit a claim against your policy, but over time, chances are very high that they ll earn much, much more from you than you ll ever claim from them. If you re a 16 year old driver of a Shelby GT or own a beachfront home on Key West, they may not want to insure your risk.
Using the Greeks or Random Walk theory might help you improve your edge when entering a trade, such as understanding when a spike in Implied Volatility might help give you a better edge in a Short Vega trade (more on that later!), however I think the best application of the Options Greeks is to help manage your risk while in an Options trade.

Most of you are not buying and selling single call Options, otherwise you wouldn t be reading this book. They gain an Edge by selling Options and then try to maintain that edge by managing their risk. You can go from having a profit one minute, to being deeply in the hole the next if you catch even a portion of that Gamma curve and its manipulation
of your positional Delta. Ultimately, your bottom line should improve as you apply these principles to mitigate that one bad month that always seems to put you back at square one again. And with the proliferation of Options activity has brought a swarm of educators to help a beginning trader get up to speed. 2627 This makes sense as most of the
trades that we do are Credit Spreads, which we just want to go flat for the time period that we hold the spread, as we ve sold a wasting asset that will make us money as it erodes. The Technical Analyst gains their edge by using their ability to read patterns, some of which have a good probability of repeating. If you see a negative number, then you re
directionally speculating and your position is losing time value every day. This means that if we re using a Credit Spread like a Bear Call Spread, we want the price to stay as far as possible from the short strike throughout the length of the trade, or at least not move too close to it. Now that we ve defined how Gamma manufactures Deltas as the
underlying instrument moves closer to your short Options, what about how Gamma changes with time? 6 7 So that I can keep you on the rails until you do see the Light at the End of the Tunnel, I ve included the following diagram that illustrates your progress through this course: You will start out with the Greeks overview, learn how we apply them
to manage each individual category of Risk, see how we apply Dynamic Risk control with Active Risk Management, learn a professional-style Iron Condor, and then finish up by applying what we ve learned in this program through the Exercises. Green boxes show application for a concept. Most of you reading this book don t lack for Technical Analysis
tools; for this reason I ve parsed out that discussion to a separate ebook that you can pick up for free by subscribing to the monthly Trader s Fast Track newsletter at fasttrack.html It s a 31 page ebook that shows how I use Technical Analysis to help increase my edge on trade entries. It defines your risk ahead of time so that you re being proactive.
Holding an Options position is really about trying to manage a multi-dimensioned entity that resists any attempt to apply linear logic to it. TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING! Watch the Overview Video and take the online quizzes for the Delta topic at: 17 18 Greeks - Gamma Definition and Examples Now we ll consider the derivative of Delta, or how fast
Delta changes with time and distance. Technical Analysis is favored by some off-floor traders and most retail traders. Let s use Google stock, which is currently trading for $620/share at the time of this writing. Remember, it s not what you earn, it s what you keep..and understanding your risk is the first step to keeping your profits. Gamma Definition
An option s Gamma affects the rate of change of Delta: Gamma (Γ) is the measure of the change of an Option s Delta value with respect to a one point move in the price of the underlying instrument. Unfortunately, many traders fall into the trap of forever looking for the holy grail as they learn strategy after strategy yet fail to produce any sustainable
gains from their accounts. I cringe every time I hear former pit traders get on a webinar to teach this material and within 2 minutes they re rolling everyone s eyeballs back into their foreheads by talking about volatility skew. But to move on from here, the discussion moves to another level, with disagreements as deep as religion. So how do you gain
this edge over the Market? Selling Puts creates a Negative or Short Vega position. 7 8 Introduction Your goal as a reader of this program should be to improve the consistency of your profitability. That fact alone should make you wonder what it is that they know that the rest of us Retail traders don t know. This will not change the calculation of Theta
on any Options position that you hold in parallel with the short stock, however. We care about how our risk equation changes for our whole account or a combination position if the market goes up or down, and what we can do about it should the price move adversely against it. Pink boxes indicate a crucial checkpoint where you must understand a
specific concept to continue reading. All of the position analyzer graphics were provided through thinkorswim s analyzer tool, with some augmentation. If we sold this credit spread, we d receive a credit of at least $1.80 on a $10 spread. Being able to read the sign of the Gamma on your portfolio can be very, very useful as you learn to defend your
position. Conversely, the Random Walk theory, mostly attributed to the works of Burton Malkiel, is generally adopted by professional traders who have come from an exchange background. When should you use which theory? As a trader, there s no worse feeling than the panic of watching the price move strongly against your position and not knowing
what to do until it s too late. The point of this program, therefore, is to expand on the solid but simple tools that were laid out in the OptionsLinebacker Iron Condor Trading Guide. With a complex Options portfolio that may contain many different elements of short and long Options, stocks, and futures contracts it s nice that we can summarize the
time decay component of the portfolio into one number, which is our newest Greek Theta. Buying the underlying futures contract has no effect on Theta. If you buy the put prior to the breakdown and the subsequent rise in implied volatility, then the value of your put Option will literally explode in value. Options positions are more sensitive to Gamma
as the date gets closer to expiration. A position with a NEGATIVE delta reading will gain that amount of value with the next point move DOWN in the price. Vega (V) is the measure of the change in an Option s value with respect to a one-percent change in volatility. Selling Short the Underlying Stock has no effect on Theta. A long put will generate
negative or short Deltas equivalent to the number of contracts traded times the actual Delta value of that Option. Volatility will then normally contract after the announcement due to the certainty coming back into the market. Delta is a double-edged sword, however. Market movements are totally random, and that you believe that there is no
correlation between past events in the Market, and future price movements. Now let s look at the positional Delta that we ll create from the long calls: 15 16 Delta 660 Calls = (.14 Delta)x(10 contracts)x(100 shares/contract) = +140 If we combine both of these positions into one credit spread, we ll create the following positional Delta: = -150 Deltas
for the entire spread position The entire credit spread position has a positional risk of -150 Deltas, or the position would lose $150 of value for the first point that the RUT rises from this price point. Delta Composition So let s define how different instruments create Deltas; here are some of the more-common trades that create a Positive Delta position,
one that gains value as the underlying price rises: Buying calls creates a Positive Delta position. It shows that Gamma will still manufacture Deltas against relatively distant out-of-themoney positions, but the effect will be relatively small against your position Deltas if your short strikes are out near the tails of the Gamma distribution. Insurance
companies get paid through your premiums to take risk off of your hands. Conversely, if this number is negative, then it illustrates how much value that your position will lose with a rise in implied volatility. If you don t have an edge, then your insurance company disguised as your trading operations will be paying out many more claims than collected
premiums. Buying a debit spread generally means that the Negative Theta of the long Option is larger than the Positive Theta of the short Option, so the position will be Negative Theta overall. The volume of Options activity has grown exponentially. If you don t understand a section, keep reviewing the material until you do. To begin, let s go into the
Options chain in Figure 1 and select a credit spread to analyze: Figure 1 For this example, we ll use the January 650/660 call spread on the RUT. Let s take a look at our core edge selling instead of buying Options. (If you re looking for a quick way to make 40% a month you might want to stop here) The best analogy that I can think of for this
business.is simply to run your trading operations as though you re an insurance company. Ever heard the expression Light at the end of the Tunnel? ($3.20 bid on the 650 call minus $1.40 ask on the 660 call) If we used 10 contracts apiece, then the sold calls would create the following position: Delta 650 Calls = (-.29 Delta)x(10 contracts)x(100
shares/contract) = -290 Note that the 650 calls that we sold actually create Negative Deltas. How will that affect the Vega of the portfolio? You ll know this for a fact if your position Vega is a positive number. Both of these instruments have a fixed Delta, and have no Gamma value. What does this graph mean? If there s one thing that we ve learned,
however, it s that we cannot celebrate past performance for very long. I m going to show you the 20% of the material that will give you 80% of the impact of Risk Management and truly understanding how to use Options to help manage your portfolio. Those of you who have already tried to learn this material through the usual books and programs
know what I m talking about; by its very nature this subject material has an extremely high barrier to entry. Stocks that you buy have no time value and can stay at the same price indefinitely without losing money. How do they factor in with time value? There is no minor league in the Options market; you re batting against Mariano Rivera every time
you step up to the plate. Those that did make it through that baptism of fire guarded it like it was secret knowledge, and those who tried to teach others its secrets usually reverted to teaching by the same method that they were taught: drop the student in the drink and see if they can swim. Theta (Θ) is the measure of the change in an Option s value
with respect to a one-day change in time. TEST YOUR UNDERSTANDING! Watch the Overview Video and take the online quizzes for the Theta topic at: 2728 Greeks - Vega Definition and Examples Vega Definition An Option s Vega can have the greatest effect on its price fluctuations, so this makes it very important that we need to understand this
under-appreciated Greek to better manage our spread positions. Selling the underlying futures contract has no effect on Vega. For the purposes of this book, I won t try to re-create Natenburg s classic Option Volatility and Pricing or McMillan s doorstop reference Options as a Strategic Investment ; let s make it simple. Some traders love technical
analysis and find that it gives them a sense of predictability. Occasionally you will pay out a claim, but over time your income should far exceed any claims that are made against you. Most retail traders are visual learners and a price chart speaks to them, whereas raw numbers do not. Selling puts creates a Positive Delta position. 1 The Advanced Iron
Condor Trading Guide Trading the Greeks and Active Risk Management First Edition By Craig Severson 2 The Advanced Iron Condor Trading Guide Trading the Greeks and Active Risk Management First Edition By Craig Severson Copyright 2011 by Craig Severson All Rights Reserved No duplication or transmission of the material included within
except through express written permission from the author, Additional images courtesy of thinkorswim and TradeStation. And we ve done that; we ve built on top of that one strategy by trading one or two charts, and we ve easily outperformed the S&P500 during this time. Let s first discuss how Gamma dynamically affects the Delta. GAMMA RISK,
that s why. We can thank Wade Cook for lighting the fire of Options education back in the 90 s as he thrilled seminar attendees with example trades featuring unbelievable gains that those with small accounts could not dream of reproducing with stock trades. 2829 Now let s see what kind of Vega we ll notice if we buy an Option position: Buying Puts
creates a Positive or Long Vega position. What about Futures contracts? You don t have to eat the whole elephant at one sitting; learning how to evaluate your positional risk will put you far ahead of other traders that are just managing positions via technical analysis and hoping that phantom lines of support and resistance will keep their positions
safe. It s important that you start to think in terms of your position s Delta as an aggregate reading, and not just for a single Option contract. You ll know this for a fact if your position Vega is a negative number. 13 14 Now let s define the different combinations of Options that create a Negative Delta position, one that gains value as the underlying
price falls: Buying puts creates a Negative Delta position. Similarly, with a one point move down in the underlying stock this position would lose $700 of value. 4 Introduction... We need to use the Options Greeks and other 4 5 Active Risk Management techniques to help protect our trades from the fat tail risk becoming more and more common these
days. What does that mean? I wish you all the success in the world and I thank you for putting your trust in this program! Craig Severson January 6 How to Use This Program I added this section for people like me that immediately open a package and start to put it together without consulting the owner s manual. With me so far? That later becomes
never and your expensive program becomes yet another decoration in your office. In an upcoming chapter we ll show how to apply how the different sizes and compositions of positions to help us manage our Delta Risk. When Options are well out of the money, Delta values change very slowly with changes in the underlying price and this lulls many
new traders to sleep, thinking that their position is well-protected. Buying calls, as stated above, is a Positive or Long Vega position; the Option will gain value with a rise in implied volatility. Buying puts creates a Negative Theta position, and Buying Calls creates a Negative Theta position. If a $15 stock rose one point up to $16, then a.70 Delta
Option that you bought for $1 would now be worth $1.70. A rise in price against sold calls would reduce the value of the position. Now that we ve looked at how Gamma affects the Delta, then it should come as no surprise that professional traders like to hedge positions or manage their Delta using the underlying stock or using futures contracts. And
trust me, you will reach a saturation point at some point during this program. It is very, very important that you understand at least a sense of this concept, so you know what kind of trades and situations to avoid. Something that is also important to clarify here is that you are not winning or losing that $700 as in a concluded trade; it s simply the
value that your portfolio is gaining or losing dependent on what the underlying price is doing to your position. Let s go over some basic facts on how Options positions affect Theta: Selling Puts creates a Positive Theta position, and Selling Calls creates a Positive Theta position. Now think about this in Market terms; imagine that the Market is a huge
river of risk flowing by tirelessly. I ve tried to chunk down this program into bite-sized pieces, and have placed checkpoints at logical places that encourage you to pause and verify your progress. A Credit Spread Put Vertical (Bull Put Spread) that is set up OTM will be a positive Delta position, since the positive Deltas of the short strike will be larger
than those of the negative Deltas of the long strike. Theta Definition An Option s Theta is your biggest friend if you re an Option seller.and your worst enemy if you re an Option buyer. We will focus on the four major Options Greeks, (Delta, Gamma, Theta, and Vega) by starting with what is probably the most important Greek, Delta. If you see a
positive number that represents the Theta of your entire position, then you re doing something right with your Option selling strategy. Now let s see what happens when we BUY Options. Opinions, analyses and information conveyed whether our own or based on sources believed to be reliable have been communicated in good faith, but no
representation or warranty of any kind, expressed or implied, is made including but not limited to any representation or warranty concerning accuracy, completeness, correctness, timeliness or appropriateness. From Figure 2, we can see that the $620 call Options are trading for $10.30 x $10.40, 18 19 and the Delta of these Options is currently.51. It
s empowering and thrilling when you make the right connections and learn new information, yet it s equally frustrating when you stall out and get overwhelmed learning brand new information. 9 10 So which one is better, Random Walk Theory or Technical Analysis? Options positions that are Positive or Long Gamma (debit spreads) want the price to
move TOWARD the position. Not to straddle a fence, but I will say that there are elements of both theories that we can use independently of each other to help reinforce our edge. The classic example of how Vega affects an Option is seen with the basic rookie mistake. The answer is simple; it s all about Risk Management. Next, we ll tackle how Deltas
actually accelerate with time and price distance by understanding the Greek value Gamma. (these diagrams are not to scale and are for illustration only). That means that the Delta of the position is in direct proportion to the position size, without all the moving parts that Options feature. Think about some of the changes that have taken place over
this timeframe: Many Options have gone from being quoted to the nearest nickel to now being quoted in pennies. Neither stocks nor futures contracts will show any change in value with a change in Implied Volatility. (price take the stairs up, and the window down) Expectations and Uncertainty - Volatility will usually rise preceding a big
announcement, as the implied move is accounted for in advance due to the uncertainty. Buying the underlying stock creates a Positive Delta position. Selling calls creates a Negative Delta position. Buying the underlying futures contract has no effect on Vega. 2122 Figure 3 As time marches closer to Options expiration, note how the distribution of
Gamma has tightened up (Figure 4), meaning that it is having less and less effect on the Delta of OTM (out-of-the-money) strikes, however it is having an increasingly larger effect on the ATM strikes! Figure 4 2223 And with very little time to Options expiration, note how the distribution of Gamma has spiked in Figure 5; it has now very little effect on
the Delta of OTM strikes, but has an extraordinarily strong effect on the Delta of any option that is ATM. Others are better off being used as doorstops. The Delta number of.51 also means that if the underlying price of Google stock moves up one dollar to $621, then my calls will gain $.51 per share, or $510 since my 10 contracts are controlling 1000
shares of stock with 100 shares/contract. The more that your answer comes from inside yourself, the more it will resonate with you over time. In figure 3 below, let s assume we re trading the RUT and the price is currently at 700. How do you become the casino that flips the odds in its favor? This is why some Options plays look like they explode as
they move to being at-the-money; it s due to the effects of Gamma. I believe that using Technical Analysis helps improve your edge when you are entering a trade, yet does nothing for you to help manage risk once you re in the trade. All rights reserved. There are a lot of different ways to trade Options, all with their own way of giving you an edge. (it
is!) You will be paid every month that you decide to take a little bit of risk out of the Market, after doing your due diligence. Most of the traders using this material learned it by being dropped into the shark s pool, were told to read Natenburg s Option Volatility and Pricing, and wondered if they would make it through their first week. It s like thinking
that you can fly an airplane just because you ve learned to drive a car it s difficult to control as there are so many more moving surfaces to control, and you re moving in more dimensions vs. Why? They gain their edge in how they manage their positions.and to some degree, being part of the leading edge of price discovery as they re close to the
action. Try to apply it with your broker s analysis software...ask friends...keep digging until you answer it for yourself. Be advised that all information is issued solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy, nor is it to be construed as a recommendation to buy, hold or sell (short or
otherwise) any security. Generally when you sell an Option, it s better to have volatility contract after you ve entered the position, as opposed to expand after you ve entered the position. If nothing else, remember that professional traders who manage Options portfolios for a living often look at their position Greeks and nothing else. Figure 2 Let s
recap what we know already based on Delta for this 10 contract position: GOOG January $620 Calls Option Delta Position Delta Current Value Value After +$1 Move $10,400 $10,910 With an option Delta of.51, that means that 10 contracts will give me a total position Delta of positive 510. So let s see how individual Options react to Vega; what
characteristics will they show if we sell an individual option position? They buy out-of-the-money calls, as they expect a big move. Whenever you re learning new material for the very first time, it s common to get stalled at the point of first resistance, and then lose interest. Let s look at an example of how we can combine two Options to form a spread,
and how the Delta of the aggregate position is determined. A position with a POSITIVE delta reading will gain that amount of value with the next point move UP in the price. To access the videos and quizzes, you will be given a username and a password with your purchase of this program; please save this as you will need it every time you access the
video download site separately. 29 A trader needs to be very disciplined and mechanical in dealing with these plays, as they are highly directional trades and not at all like the typical High Probability Options trade where most of the price action occurs miles away from your position. By improving your consistency, you ll reduce your drawdowns,
improve your profits, and in general run a more efficient moneymaking machine that can not only provide income, but also account growth over time. (there is opportunity cost but that s a different topic) Conversely, shorting a stock may come with an interest cost of borrowing the stock, plus any cost of potential dividend payouts if you hold it over
the ex-dividend date. If all of the preceding math and mechanics about how Gamma changes Delta as the price gets closer or further to your Options position seems confusing and is causing your eyeballs to roll back into your forehead, this is understandable. Since we re mostly interested in income-generating trades that generally involve Options
spreads, let s see how these respond to Theta: Selling a Credit Spread means that the Positive Theta of the short Option is larger than the Negative Theta of the long Option, so the position will be Positive Theta overall. These traders will freely admit that they have no clue where price is going tomorrow, and they just don t care. Let s go through the
same exercise to see how this Gamma value will affect the position s Delta after a one point move: GOOG January $620 Calls Option Gamma Position Gamma Current Position Delta Position Delta After +$1 Move This is the important thing; note how the Delta gets cranked up even higher after a positive move. So this is really why we need to look at
Gamma; once you understand your positional Delta risk i.e. how much is your position gaining or losing with that next point move in the underlying.then your next step is to find out how that next point move will affect your positional Delta. 2 3 Table of Contents Foreword... If that stock moved down $1 to $14, then your original.70 delta Option that
you bought for $1 would now be worth $.30! (By the way, the expression underlying instrument just means the actual STOCK that is being traded that your option strike prices are based on) That s the standard example of understanding how Delta affects the price of a call option, however what we re interested in now is how that call Option affects
the Delta reading of an entire position or portfolio. I have spent a lot of time recently trying to figure out a way to simplify the concepts of Options Greeks using different terminology, as I haven t found a book currently out there in the market that does a good job. left/right & forward/ backwards. In the end, what matters is that the method that you
use resonates with you. Let me give you a hand here by summarizing a couple of points that you can use to apply this information: A Credit Spread position has Negative Gamma characteristics which means that it will lose value as price approaches the short strike price. KEY LEARNING CONCEPTS FOR THIS SECTION A Positive or Long Theta
position means that time is working for you. (reverse the numbers for selling short a Futures contract on the S&P500 eminis) Similarly, one long contract on the Russell 2000 eminis will add +100 Deltas to a position trading the RUT Options chain, and Deltas to a position trading the IWM Options chain. All information should be independently
verified. All of these tools really are derived from price and volume, which is no different from what the random walk crowd is using. These are produced using Adobe Flash, which unfortunately will not work with Apple products at this time. But the void that needs to be filled for most, frankly, is to learn how to apply the Greeks to manage Risk so you
can apply Random Walk theory. Options Spreads - will provide Deltas equal to the positive Delta Options minus the negative Delta Options, and the final result can yield negative or positive Deltas depending on the composition of the spread. Selling Calls creates a Negative or Short Vega position. The Negative Theta of the position burned a hole in
your position. The Overview Videos will help show the concepts from each chapter in action, and how we can apply them. Buying (going long) the underlying futures contract creates a Positive Delta position. My goal is to help bring some of those advanced techniques down to earth in a simpler and more practical manner than the usual sources
available today. At the end of a very long downtrend, where implied volatility is at its highest point and fear is running rampant in the Market, a new trader will read their charts and might correctly guess that the bottom of the Market is in. And make no mistake, there are valid short Option selling strategies using expiration week or Weekly Options
that can be very profitable. Find something that works for you and master it. Conversely, this also explains why buying puts can work so incredibly well during a quiet market, and you re forecasting a downturn. A few years ago when OptionsLinebacker was formed, we figured that the best way to do something was to pick one strategy and get really,
really good at it...and then build up our strategies from there. Blue boxes are summaries at the end of each section, which include Key Learning Concepts, and links to the Overview Video/Flash quiz webpage. This is called the Random Walk theory. 8 9 Gaining an Edge by Selling Options Right out of the gate, if you ve sold an option you ve gained a
slight edge vs. It allows me to be more proactive when managing my portfolio. Cover image Copyright 2011 by Craig Severson. The effects of Gamma are always centered ATM, or at the money. And those who have written books on this material have also missed the mark, either diving into Doctorate-level material right off the bat, or trying to simplify
it while charging $300 apiece for separate 200 page paperbacks that promise the Holy Grail.
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